Laboratory Communications
for Medical Education
Real-Time Recording, Streaming and Communications

Multi-Discipline Laboratory
Video, Audio and Data Solution

Connecting Experts Together

Real-Time Recording and
Streaming of every procedure
Full Voice Controlled Laboratory Video and Audio communications
system, Real-Time Session Recording, Live Real-Time Session
streaming, Two Way remote Auditorium Communication
The Life Stream laboratory communication system offers
both the highest quality imaging and ease of use. The
voice control enables the Consultant to control the
complete system during procedures, without the need of
additional system controllers.
The high definition camera units provide flexible coverage
of the complete procedure and the fully mobile wireless
HD camera enables close up images of every angle.
The Real-Time recording function, started with a simple
voice command, offers a pause and continue function to
select recording times.
The Real-Time streaming function sends the complete
screen in 1080p HD to a remote seminar room or
auditorium across the network, providing state of the art
education facilities.
The communication mode enables two way
communication with students or colleagues in other
hospitals.

Complete hands-free operation
with the voice control function. All
functions, window layouts, camera
movements controlled with
simple voice commands.
Capture multiple medical
devices pixel for pixel ensuring
the highest quality and integrity is
obtained at all times.
Multiple Camera units to capture
the procedure at all angles,
including a totally wireless HD
camera for close up work.
Light weight blue-tooth headset
providing high quality vocal
audio, reducing the back ground
laboratory noise. Multiple
headsets to communicate with
other lab staff.
A solution for any laboratory of
multiple disciplines. High quality
AVI recording output for further
editing and archive material
creation.

Full System Voice Control

Providing the perfect solution to
record live medical cases, stream
them live to remote locations for
education and communicate with
your colleagues within other
remote laboratory environments.
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